Introduction
In this note we announce preliminary results obtained by applying the methodology of Sussmann [4, 5, 6, 7, 8 to the problem studied by Ledzewicz and Schattler (cf! [l, 2] ),. of deriving high-order necessssary conditions for a minimum in optimal control theory, extending the to which the new multipliers are coupled in a precise way, described in Theorem 6.1.
We present an abstract necessary condition for set separation (Theorem 4.1), a necessary condition for a minimum in an abstract setting (Theorem 5.1), and, finally, the optimal control result (Theorem 6.1). We also present an example showing that our results apply in cases where those of [l, 21 do not.
For lack of space, we omit the proofs, we limit our discussion to problems with fixed endpoints, and we only consider the second and third-order cases.
Preliminary definitions
We assume in this section that X, y are normed spaces, S C X, z+ E S, and F i s a map from S to y . 2.1. High-order differentiability. Let k E W. We say that 3 i s of class Dk ut x+ a n the darection of S if 1. 3 is continuous on N n S for some neighborhood N of z, in X , 2. there exists a continuous polynomial map P : XI-+ Y of degree 5 k without constant term such that but in addition it also contains the classical m ui tipliers, as E 1 0. we use V U T k ( Z * , S) to denote the set of all kth-order variational directions of S at x+. A limiting first-order variational direction of S at x+ is a v E X which is the limit of a sequence {v,}-EN of fist-order variational directions of S at z+. d e use uarl(z*, S) to denote the set of all limiting first-order variational directions of S at x+.
If U+ E X, then va~2,1(x,,v+,S), var3,1(z+,v+,S) will denote, respectively, the set of all w E X such that (v+,w) E va~2(z,,S), and the set of all pairs w,z) E X x X such that (v,,w,z we define the notion of a "second-order feasible set," and of "2-regularity," as follows.
Definition 2.1 The second-order feasible set ofS in X at z8 in the direction of v* is the set FS$'(S; z*, w+) of all w E X for which there exist a neighborhood W of w in X and an E E R such that 6> 0 and x,+Ev,+E* W CS 0
Definition 2.2 Assume that 3 is of class D2 at x+ in the direction of S . Let P I , P 2 be, respectively, a continuous linear map from X to y and a continuous bilinear symmetric map from X 2 to y , such that F(5*+2)) =F(x*)+P,(v)+ p , < v , v)+o(llvl12) a s v+o, x,+vcS. Let A be the canonical projection from y to Y/Pl(X). We say that F is 2-regular at ( We will look for necessary conditions for the following sepamtion property:
We write V = var1 (U*, U) .
(4)
If U > 1, we will consider, in addition to V , a finite set 9 of "independent first-order variational directions with higher-order effects." This means, to begin with, that (A5) p w a finite subset of V .
We will need additional assumptions on 9. The first one is the "independence condition," whose purpose is to enable us to add variations
of U . in U corresponding to different members v of 9,
and still obtain a variation of U* in U. W e will guarantee this by requiring that the values *,,(E) belong to sets U :
such that U, + &Ut U, from which it will follow that U* -I-E,, E U. The sets 2.4; will actually play a role in the statement of our main separation theorems. Therefore, rather than merely assume that they exist, we will actually regard them as additional data for our separation problem. If we write U,, = U," + U+, the %dependence condition" becomes:
(A6) {U,,),,,-p is a family of convex subsets of U" such that
In addition to (A5) and (A6), we will impose-if v > 1-the "cancellation and cross-term conditions" (A7) the vector PI -v belongs to Slo whenever v E 3,
When U = 3, we will need the following conditions:
vector Pz(v, U') belongs to Qo.
(A39.a) C2 and li3 are sub,sets of V , P2 U p3 = V and
it follows that P3(q U', U") E no; var2, 1(u~, v, Uu), and 9'2(v, v) For the abstract minimization theorem, we will assume that (Ml) U" and X are normed spaces, X i s finitedimensional, U is a convez subset of U", U* E U, =0,. (M39.a) Q2 n O3 = 8, and 3 = 3' U 03,
it follows that P~(V,V',V'') = 0 and 
(6)
We let We will seek necessary ca"litions for the minimization wndatiom
For the optimal control result, we will consider a i = f ( z , u , t ) , ~E W " , u~U , a < t < b , (7)
W " x U x [ a , b ] 3 ( z , u , t ) (z,u) of order I U, on every compact subset of
We let U" = Lm ([a, b] 
We fix an initial state Z and a terminal state 5, and let TCP(Z,2) denote the set of all trajectory-control pairs
We assume that we are given a pair (z,(-), U,(.)) (the "reference trajectory-control pair") such that wtth all their partial 6 erivatives with respect to (C5) (%?(:)+*(*)) E TCpy, 21, and (z*(.), U*(.)) mznmazes the fvnctzona
TCP(Z, 5 ) 3 (z(-), U ( * ) ) I+ J ( s ( -) , U ( -) ) E R,
We write fz, fu, L,, L, for 2, s, g, 2, and similarly for higher order derivatives. Also, we write
and use a similar notation for higher order derivatives, so that, for example, 
for a.e. t E [a, b] . and 
We remark that conditions (C6) and (10) imply that ([a, b] ,R"), where U is the set of all controls U E U such that the initial value problem 5 = f (z,u(t) .,t), z a ) = f, has a solution (which, of 7 to all of U by defining T(u\ to be the curve z, if U E U\U. Naturally, with this definition I need not be continuous on U, but it is continuous (and, in fact, v times continuously Frkhet differentiable) on 0, which is a relative neighborhood of U, in U, and this more than suffices to make our abstract theorems applicable.
We then d e h e the terminal point map E by letting We define the restricted terminal map E," : U : H W"
to be the map given by
course, is unique) 6 e k e d on a, b]. We then extend
for U E U, .
The separation theorem
We define C 1 to be the smallest closed convex cone in Y that contains all the vectors E$ -v, v E V.
If U > 1, we let Cz be the smallest closed convex cone in Y that contains Cl(V) as well as all the vectors
~P z ( v , v )
+ PI -w, for all (v, w) such that w E 9 and
(U, w ) E varz(u,,U,).
If v = 3, we define and let C3 be the smallest closed convex cone in Y that contains Cz as well as all the vectors y oE the form y = P(w, w, z) for some (U, tu, z) such that U E p, ( u , w , z ) E va~3 (u,,U,) , and p(v,w) E 00. For v = 1,2,3, the u-th-order sujectivity condition says:
(SUR-U) w is an interior point of the wne C,,.
The separation theorem can now be stated. ,v = Xl,u,vars,l(u.,v & ( h , h , v ) +Zf :,,(h, U, 4 + ~f : u u ( v , v , v ) 
Rz[fl[h
and let 
is satisfied for almost a b =
3. for almost all t E [a, b] , the inequality 
holds for every (w,z) E var3,1(ut,v,U) such that 
holds for all (w, z ) E var3,1(u*, v,U) This means that we can choose vi and w2 to be arbitrary, provided only that Jl q ( t ) dt = 0, and then hi and h2 are determined by (39).
every pair (h, w) = ( ( h l , hz), (211,2)2)) E 'H is such that
The second-order inequality (32) says that 
Then (37) and ( 
We can choose 7-1 to consist of two pairs (hl, U'), (h2,w2), where w1 = (v:,wj), v2 = (wf,v,2), v! , w: 
